F20c intake manifold

For me, it's the K-series engine swap, and one forum I am a member of is K20A. This has to be
the most popular, if not most technically filled, forum on the net for K-heads since this swap
blew up in I'm also a fan of OEM Honda performance and parts. I like seeing what mixing and
matching of the best OEM engine components will produce before having to go aftermarket. For
the ones that know, K20s out of the box don't need much to make them fast - queue in the
K-series intake manifolds! Back at the end of July, Skunk2 finally released their K-series intake
manifold to the public. I had the pleasure of being one of the first people to get my hands on
one for test fitment on my K20A Type-R engine. My friend and ex-coworker from AEM Rob
Green , helped with the install and also photographed our install. The following day, I created a
post on K20A. So much interest in fact, that it sparked the idea to dyno compare the most
widely-used OEM K-series intake manifolds on the market today. That being said, these are the
seven K-series intake manifolds I was able to get my paws on and dyno compare. Thanks to a
couple generous K20A. Some completely stock, some modified. In addition to the shootout, I
thought it would be proper to test out different sized throttle-bodies. But as it turned out, not
every manifold was match-ported to 70mm. Excluding the stock RBC, all other manifolds were
opened up to 70mm. Internally, my engine is stock, meaning no aftermarket cams, valvetrain,
pistons or headgasket - all stock Type-R internals. I think this is a good base to start with and
reference, especially for those K-swappers who want to leave their engine internals mostly
stock. RRC hype understood. It makes the best top end power and even gets into the torque
marker. On the other hand, the Endyne ported RBB makes some serious mid range torque gains
over all of the manifolds. Skunk2's manifold held its own against the RRC. The powerband
peaks rpm earlier than Skunk2 manifold. The Skunk2 is good for a stock to mildly-built engine
as well, but because the powerband peaks later, it will prevail on a built engine. With these final
results, on top of having a skilled dyno tuner, cam angle seems plays the biggest role in tuning
the K-series engine. The U. I've been using this manifold since day one of my K-swap, so about
five years now. The baseline run was rather disappointing, as I've been driving on an un-tuned
KPRO startup calibration for quite some time. I had VTEC set to rpm and redline at rpm. This
one is owned by a k20a. Endyne cut open the plenum to fully gut this beast out and then welded
the plenum back together. Its design has short runners and a large plenum, great for top-end
power. In comparison to the PRC, the RBC drops about 5hp in areas of the low end and
mid-range, but has better top-end power after rpm to redline. Still fairly new on the market, I was
able to borrow this manifold from a fellow K20A. Now this manifold was dynoed by a couple
other K20A. This did not discourage me. They offer services such as their popular "BluePrint
intake manifold" which is a thorough port job on the RBC intake manifold. Their port job is
geared towards the big boy K24A engine builds. Porting is performed and once done, the cut
plenum piece is welded back into place. It is very similar to the RBB TSX manifold design, but
has a smaller plenum and a 60mm throttle-body hole in comparison. Curiosity made me want to
see what kind of power this piece would produce on a K20A engine. This RAA was left
completely stock except for the throttle-body hole, which was opened up to 70mm. Physically,
the RRC looks almost identical to that of the RBC but has some significant differences upon
closer inspection. On top of costing almost double what the RBC is, the runners are wider and a
bit longer and the plenum seems to have more of an oval shape internally versus a rounder
shape. There is a lot of hype surrounding this manifold on the forums and I wasn't sure why. I
gratefully thank K20A. Luckily Greg already had this pre-done for me! Once installed with 64mm
throttle-body and using the tuned Skunk2 calibration, baseline run produced He felt he could
get a little more cowbell from this manifold and in the final pull was able to hit Understanding
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